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Introduction
If you are thinking of starting a business, you will need to put your thoughts down and plan your startup via a business
plan.
Whilst there are a lot of templates freely available, which one is best suited will depend on the purpose of your plan.
Here are just a few of the reasons you might need to do a business plan.
To clarify and set out your thoughts when starting a business
To give your business direction, deﬁne your objectives, set out strategies to help you achieve your goals.
To raise funding – probably one of the most common reasons
To see some other reasons CLICK HERE
In this Business Guide, we focus on the Business Model Canvas (BMC)
A single page format that is favoured from everyone from startups to blue chip organisations such as P&G, Nestle, Lego,
Microsoft, Google many more.
Although it maybe just one page, completing it with the required information will take time and patience.
Do not rush it, as otherwise the information may not be accurate, meaningful or relevant and thereby will negate your
reason for doing the business plan in the ﬁrst place.
If you are starting a business, you may wish to use the BMC in conjunction with a ﬁnancial plan or even as the basis for a
pitch deck presentation.

To further help you, Acumenology has produced a series of Business Guides on a range of relevant topics.
You can ﬁnd these at: www.acumenology.co.uk/business-guides

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Customer focused
Central to the BMC is a clear and concise customer
value proposition which is the coherence between
what you are selling and, what the customer needs.

What is The Business
Model Canvas?
The BMC is best described as a simple one-page business
plan that sets out key elements of a business or product
and leaves out the unnecessary stuff.
It can be used by startups to document a new business
idea or, by management of existing businesses as a tool to
set out the organisations or speciﬁc product’s value
proposition, infrastructure, customers, and ﬁnancial
requirements.
Focused

The Business Model Canvas
Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Propositions

Customer Relationships

Who are our Key Partners?
Who are our key suppliers?
Which key Resources are we acquairing from partners?
Which key Activities do partners perform?

What Key Activities do our Value Propositions require?
Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships?
Revenue streams?

MOTIVATIONS FOR PARTNERSHIPS
Optimization and economy
Reduction of risk and uncertainty
Acquisition of particular resources and activities

CATEGORIES
Production
Problem Solving
Platform/Network

What value do we deliver to the customer?
Which one of our customer’s problems are we
helping to solve?
What bundles of products and services are we offering
to each Customer Segment?

What type of relationship does each of our
Customer Segments expect us to establish
and maintain with them?
Which ones have we established?
How are they integrated with the rest of our
business model?
How costly are they?

Key Resources
What Key Resources do our Value Propositions require?
Our Distribution Channels? Customer Relationships?
Revenue Streams?
TYPES OF RESOURCES
Physical
Intellectual (brand patents, copyrights, data)
Human
Financial

CHARACTERISTICS
Newness
Performance
Customization
“Getting the Job Done”
Design
Brand / Status
Price
Cost Reduction
Risk Reduction
Accessibility
Convenience / Usability

EXAMPLES
Personal assistance
Dedicated Personal Assistance
Self-Service
Automated Services
Communities
Co-creation

It is quick and easy to make changes as you
develop your ideas.

CHANNEL PHASES
1. Awareness
How do we raise awareness about out company’s
products and services?
2. Evaluation
How do we help customers evaluate our
organization’s Value proposition?
3. Purchase
How do we allow customers to purchase speciﬁc
products and services?
4. Delivery
How do we deliver a value Proposition to
customers?
5. After sales
How do we provide post-purchase customer
support?

Revenue Streams
For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues?

TYPES
Asset sale
Usage fee
Subscription Fees
Lending / Renting / Leasing
Licensing
Brokerage fees
Advertising

FIXED PRICING
List Price
Product feature dependent
Customer segment
Dependent
Volume dependent

It removes any irrelevant information and focuses
only on key elements.
Flexible

Channels

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?
Which Key Resources are most expensive?
Which Key Resources are most expensive?
Which Key Activities are most expensive?

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Fixed Costs (salaries, rents, utilities)
Variable costs
Economies of scale
Economies of scope

Mass Market
Niche Market
Segmented
Diversiﬁed
Multi-sided Platform

Through which Channels do our Customer Segments
Want to be reached?
How are we reaching them now?
How are our Channels integrated?
Which ones work best?
Which ones are most cost-efﬁcient?
How are we integrating them with customer routines?

Cost Structure

IS YOUR BUSINESS MORE
Cost Driven (leanest cost structure, low price value proposition, maximum automation,
extensive outsourcing)
Value Driven (focused on value creation, premium value proposition)

Customer Segments
For whom are we creating value?
Who are our most important customers?

Shows connections

DYNAMIC PRICING
Negotiation (bargaining)
Yield Management
Real-Time-Market

The single page visual nature shows how the
different parts of the model interrelate to each
other. This can be difﬁcult in a traditional business
plan.

The BMC is readily available as a free download from a
host of sources.
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Advantages of the
Business Model Canvas
versus a traditional
Business Plan
The reason for its popularity and the advantages it offers
are as follows:

It works
It’s not only suitable for startups. It is a tool used
by many major organisations who have all realised
the effectiveness of the BMC.

Short & simple
Since the information is presented on a single
page it is very visual and easy to understand.

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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5.

Here are some examples from well-known
businesses.

How does your business generate income?

Business Model: Air BnB
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

Bloggers/photographers (sharing
stories of their individual travel,
advertising for Airbnb)

Building and maintain the host
network

Hosts can earn money by renting
their ﬂat/house effortlessly

Support team (Retention)

Travellers can book a homestay
(instead of hotel) for low prices

Professional presentation of
accommodation (acquisition)

Travellers live in a local
environment away from mass
tourism

Home insurance (Acquisition:
increase the willingness for hosts
to provide their homes for
travelers)

Legal institutions (Airbnb is
prohibited in some countries)

Improvement of matching
algorithm (host and traveler)

Insurance companies (property
insurance for hosts and guests)

Customer service (Retention)

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
Price-conscious
travelers

CHANNELS

Community of home providers &
travelers

Mobile app

6.

Hosts (people who want to
rent out their place)

Job to get done: Attract
tourists/visitors/customers who
wants to rent a ﬂat/house

Job to get done: Find an
accommodation away from mass
tourism

7.

Brand (biggest accommodation
provider worldwide)

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

Platform development & design (running costs)

Commission home/apartments owners (3% of each booked place)

Community management for hosts (conferences, presents)

Commission renters (6-12% of booking fee)

8.

Key Partnerships
What non-key activities can you outsource to
enable you to focus on your key activities?

Marketing (building a brand value)

9.

Cost Structures
What are the major costs incurred by your
business?

Business Model: IKEA
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

Franchisees (in exchange for a
fee IKEA grant rights to other
companies to use the IKEA
trademarks)

Development of new markets

Stylish furniture at affordable
prices

Delivery & assembly by ikea

Social initiative partners (WWF,
UNICEF)

Procurement of cheap elements

Key suppliers (e.g. Sauder
Woodworking: Swedwood)

Key Activities
What activities does your business perform to
deliver your value proposition?

Website

User data & algorithm (e.g. search
behaviour, target destinations,
process segment)

Key Resources
What unique strategic resource does your business
have or require?

Job to get done: Find a selection
of accommodations for affordable
prices

Travellers looking for a
local experience
KEY RESOURCES

Revenue Streams

Marketing & branding

IKEA catalogue (aquisition and
up-selling)
Online assistance (acquisition
and up-selling)

Managing logistics of supplies

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
Price conscious
customers (students,
young families)
Job to get done: Furnish
apartment/house at affordable
price in a stylish/individual way

Family card (Retention)

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

Efﬁcient Supply chain
management concept

Website & interior planner

Broadly speaking the elements on the left-hand side of
the Value Proposition represent costs to the business,
whilst elements to the right-hand side represent revenue.
Business Model Canvas

Franchise stores

IKEA Brand
Facilities stores, depots, factory

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

Manufacturing

Asset sales
Lending

Logistics
Advertisement

Franchise fees

Equipment

Service fees

Human resources

Food

Infrastructure costs
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Components of The
Business Model Canvas
There are nine components that comprise the BMC.
We will go into these in detail later in this guide, but
brieﬂy the components are:
1.

Customer Segments
Who are your customers?

2.

Value Proposition
Why would customers buy from you?
What advantage do you provide or need you
satisfy?

3.

Channels
How is your offering delivered to the market?

4.

Customer Relationships
How do you acquire, retain and grow your
customers?

Key
Partners

Customer
Relationships

Key
Activities

COST
Key
Resources

Cost Structure

Value
Proposition

REVENUE
Channels

Cutomer
Segments

Revenue Structure
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The Business Model
Canvas explained
5.1 Customer Segments
Customer segmentation divides potential customers into
groups that are similar in certain ways, such as age,
gender, interests and spending habits.
Note
Customers should be at the heart of any business for
without customers, there is no business.
In order to better serve customers, group them into
distinct segments with common needs, common
behaviours, or other relevant attributes.

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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A business model may deﬁne one or several large or
small customer segments and an organisation must make
a conscious decision about which segments to serve and
which to ignore.
Once this decision is made, a business model can be
designed around understanding and satisfying customer
needs.

Consider the following questions for each of your
Customer Segments
What problems do you solve for each Customer
Segment?
What needs do you satisfy?
What value do you deliver to the customer?

Customer groups represent separate segments where:
Their needs require and justify a distinct offer
They are reached through different distribution
channels
They require different types of relationships
They have different proﬁtabilities
They are willing to pay for different aspects of the
offer
Consider the following questions
For whom are you creating value?
Who are your most important customers?
What products and services will you offer to each
customer segment?

5.3 Channels
Channels are how your customer comes in contact with
and buys your product or service.
You can have direct channels such as your website, store,
sales force or partner with a third party such as
wholesalers, platforms like eBay/Amazon, afﬁliates or
even Google adwords.
Channels play an important role in the customer
experience and can serve several functions such as:
Raising awareness among customers about your
products and services.
Helping customers evaluate a company’s Value
Proposition.

5.2 Value Proposition
The Value Proposition is the foundation for any offering
and is the reason why a customer buys from one over the
other.
It should describe the value delivered to each customer
segment.
The Value Proposition can be quantitative (price,
efﬁciency) or qualitative (customer experience) or a
combination.
Some of the most common value propositions are:
Newness.
High Performance.

Allowing customers to purchase speciﬁc products
and services.
Delivering a Value Proposition to customers.
Providing post-purchase customer support.
Examples of channels
Social media

Email marketing

Networking

Public speaking

Viral marketing

Blogs

Search engine marketing

Afﬁliates

PR

Trade shows

Ofﬂine marketing

Social marketing

Ability to customize.
Design.
Brand/Status.
Price.
Cost reduction.
Risk reduction.
Convenience.
This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Consider the following questions when considering the
Channels to reach your customer

Restaurant customer journey map example

How are you going to tell your chosen customer
segment about your value proposition?
Where are your customers?
Through which Channels do the Customer
Segments wish to be reached?
How are they being reached now?
Which ones work best?
Which ones are most cost-effective?

Consider the following questions
Get: How do customers ﬁnd out about you and make
their initial purchase?
For example, this could be through advertising on
Google.
Keep: How do you keep customers?
For example, excellent customer service or a loyalty
scheme might help retain customers.

5.4 Customer Relationships
Customer Relationships is deﬁned as how a business
interacts with speciﬁc customer segments
A company should clarify the type of relationship it wants
to establish with each Customer Segment and it can
range from personal to automated.
The best way to do this is by mapping a customer journey
in detail.
That is how do customers ﬁnd out about you, investigate
whether to buy your product, purchase it and how are
they managed after purchase.

Grow: How do you get our customers to spend more?
For example, you could send out a monthly newsletter to
keep them informed about your latest products.
What type of relationship does each of your
Customer Segments expect you to establish and
maintain with them?
Which ones have you established?
How costly are they?
How are they integrated with the rest of our
business model?

Customer Relationship building should provide answers
to the question of how you get, retain, and grow your
customers.
Useful reading:
How to create an effective customer journey map.
(Examples and templates)
5.5 Revenue Streams
Revenue Streams represents the cash a company
generates from each Customer Segment (to calculate
earnings costs must be subtracted from revenues)
This may sound simple, but it isn’t.
You need to ﬁgure out what strategy you will use to
obtain the greatest value from your customer.
The Revenue Streams should be linked to the Customer
Segments and associated Value Propositions

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Some revenue models to consider
Pay-per-product

Fee for service

Fixed rate

Subscription

Referral fees

Freeium

Consider the following questions for each Customer
Segment
What is each Customer Segment willing to pay?
What do they currently pay?
How do they currently pay?
How would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to
overall revenues?

Broadly speaking resources can fall into one of four
categories:
Physical: such as buildings, vehicles, machines, and
distribution networks.
Intellectual: such as brands, specialist knowledge,
patents and copyrights, partnerships and, customer
databases.
Human: sometimes your people will be your most key
resource.
This is particularly true in creative and knowledge-intensive industries.
Financial: such as lines of credit, cash balances etc

Questions to consider
5.6 Key Resources
Key resources sets out the assets required to make your
business work.
Every business model requires resources that allow it to
create and deliver its Value Proposition, reach markets,
maintain relationships with Customer Segments and,
earn revenue.
Resources required will vary depending on your business.
For example, a microchip manufacturer requires
capital-intensive production facilities, whereas a microchip designer focuses more on human resources.

What Key Resources do our Value Propositions
require? What Key Resources do our Distribution
Channels require?
What Key Resources do our Customer Relationships
require?
What Key Resources do our Revenue Streams
require?
5.7 Key Activities
Key activities are what you need to do to make your
business model work and should be directly related to
your Value Proposition(s).
Different Value Propositions may require different
activities and you should focus on those that are core to
delivering your Value Proposition and ignore the minor
ones.
Some examples:
Microsoft’s Key Activity would include software development.
Dell’s would be supply chain management and for
consultancy McKinsey, it would include problem solving.

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Questions to think about
What Key Activities do your Value Propositions
require?
Your Distribution Channels?
Your Customer Relationships?
Your Revenue streams?

5.9 Cost Structures
Cost Structure describes the most important costs
incurred to operate the business.
Creating and delivering value, maintaining Customer
Relationships, and generating revenue all incur costs.

5.8 Key Partners
Key Partners is the network of suppliers and partners you
need to make your business work and deliver your Value
Proposition.
Companies form partnerships for many reasons, and in
some cases they are a cornerstone of a business model.
There are usually three reasons for creating a
partnership:
Economies of scale.
Reduction of risk and uncertainty.
Acquisition of resources or activities (e.g. music for
Spotify).
Questions to consider
Who are our Key Partners?
Who are our key suppliers?
Which Key Resources are we acquiring from
partners?
Which Key Activities do partners perform?

Such costs can be calculated relatively easily after
deﬁning Key Resources, Key Activities, and Key
Partnerships.
Some business models, though, are more cost-driven
than others.
Low-cost airlines have built their business models
entirely around low-Cost Structures.
Questions to consider
What are the costs to achieve my businesses key
activities?
What are the costs of my key resources and key
partnerships?
How much does it cost to achieve the value
proposition for my customers/users?
Are there additional costs to running a business?
Legal?
Insurance?
It is also important also to place a monetary value on
your time as a cost.
How much would it cost you to hire you?
What is the opportunity cost of running your
business?

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Business Model Canvas example explained
The best way to understand a Business Model Canvas is to see an example of a business you are familiar with.
The BMC is explained, and it will give you a good idea how to develop one for your own business.
Example Skype

Skype Business Model Canvas explained
The Skype Business Model Canvas shows that it has two Value Propositions:
The ability to make calls over the Internet, including video calls, for free.
The ability to make calls to phones cheaply.
Skype operates a freemium business model, meaning the majority of Skype’s users (the Free Users customer segment)
use the service for free to make calls over the internet, with just 10% of users signing up to the prepaid service.
The Customer Relationship shows customers typically have a self-serve relationship with Skype.
The Channels Skype uses to reach its customers are its website, skype.com, and partnerships with headset brands.
Looking at key partnerships, key activities, and key resources together, the main thing to notice is that Skype is able to
support its business model of offering cheap and free calls because it doesn’t have to maintain its own telecoms
network like a traditional telecom’s provider.
Skype doesn’t need that much infrastructure at all, just backend software and the servers hosting use accounts.
Note: The diagram and information above was taken from Expert Program Management

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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Business Model Canvas
Template
There are many templates that are freely available.
However, Google Docs provides a good template, but you
need to have a Gmail account or be signed up to Google
Drive or Docs.
We cannot guarantee this will work with but give it a go.
To download your Business Model Canvas Template in
Google Docs – CLICK HERE.
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Conclusion
The Business Model Canvas may seem simple because
the information is displayed on one page, but it is only as
good as the sum of its parts.
Its value lies entirely in ensuring you are thorough and
robust in gathering and inputting the information…..and
this may take time.
Whilst the BMC may not be suitable for all businesses
but, should you decide to use it for your purpose we hope
the information provided will make your task that little
bit easier.

Acumenology has produced a series of Business Guides
on a variety of topics relevant to starting and running a
business.
These can be found at:
www.acumenology.co.uk/business-guides

This article was ﬁrst published on January 2020 and may not necessarily match current events or current opinions and
views of Acumenology Ltd. The information contained in this article is intended as a guide.
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